
wholesale

At John Watt & Son, we have more than 155 years experience in 
providing wholesale coffee and tea for businesses both large and 

small, across the UK.

We like to think you get a whole lot more than just coffee and tea 
when working with us! We always strive to be as helpful as we can 

alongisde offering free training, advice, marketing and support.

Thereʼs no minimum order quantity and all coffee is dispatched to you 
within 48hrs of roasting. 

We can cater for hotels, cafes, coffee espresso bars, delis, 
racecourses, sports venues, contract catering, outdoor and indoor 

markets/shows, banqueting, schools, universites and colleges, offi ces, 
business and industry.

Whatever your needs, our aim is always to form an open and honest 
trading relationship and where we can, support you in growing your 
business - all whilst providing you with the best, fresh, high quality 

coffee and tea!

WHOLESALE



Whether youʼre after something simple, or youʼre looking for your very own unique blend for your business - 
we have over 30 unique, in-house coffee roasts and 40 loose-leaf teas for you to choose from.

We offer the opporutnity to sell retail produce as well as larger wholesale bags for your individual needs, as 
well as the option for bespoke label design, unique to you!

Weʼre proud to supply a fantastic array of businesses, large and small, across the UK - please see above for 
some examples of the great relationships weʼve formed already...

TEA & COFFEE



GRINDERS

CASADIO ENEA ON DEMAND GRINDER LACIMBALI ELECTIVE GRINDER

With the automatic grinder-doser Enea on demand, whole coffee beans 
are ground directly in the fi lter holder before the espresso is extracted. 

This is an easy-to-use and precise piece of equipment that grants an 
extraordinary in-the-cup aroma.

LaCimbali considers the perfect coffee to be an idea that is continuously 
evolving. The LaCimbali Elective Grinder contributes magically to the 

next stage of that evolutionary process.



TRADITIONAL MACHINES

CASADIO UNDICI DT2 LACIMBALI M26 TE DT/2 
THERMODRIVE

CASADIO UNDICI DT2 COMPACT

The Casadio Undici DT2 traditional 
espresso machine with dual group heads 
is a compact, elegant, and very versatile 
machine that is easy to use, adjust and 

maintain. This makes it an ideal addition 
to any business looking to implement 

traditional espresso coffee.

The Casadio Undici DT2 Compact 
traditional espresso machine with dual 

group heads is a super compact, elegant 
and versatile machine that is easy to use, 

adjust and maintain. 

The LaCimbali M26 is a versatile machine 
made of steel and ABS and equipped 

with a LaCimbali heating system to 
guarantee excellent quality in the cup.



BEAN-TO-CUP MACHINES

LA CIMBALI S15 LA CIMBALI S30

LA CIMBALI S20

Offering a wide variety of drinks and 
endless ways to satisfy the tastes of a 
diverse customer base, the La Cimbali 

S15 is perfect for offi ces, hotels and small 
businesses.

Say hello to your premium coffee 
experience... LaCimbali knows just how 

important every drink is for your customers. 
That is why the La Cimbali S20 is designed to 
guarantee a wide and varied range to satisfy 
every palate, always with maximum quality 

guaranteed.

As a big player in the automatic coffee 
machine industry, LaCimbali understands 
just how important perfection is for your 

customers. For this reason, the S30 is 
designed to produce a wide range of 
beverages to suit every taste, always 

guaranteeing the best quality and 
impeccable fl avour.



BRAVILOR ESPRECIOUS 11L BRAVILOR SEGO

The Bavilor Esprecious 11L has two canisters, one for coffee beans and 
one for instant ingredients. The Bavilor Esprecious 11L is developed for 

fresh milk usage. The integrated milk frother prepares beverages such as 
cappuccinos and lattes with fresh milk and does so to perfection.

The Bravilor Sego machine is a fully automatic espresso machine to 
which a milk fridge must be connected. Each speciality coffee is made 
using freshly ground coffee beans. Furthermore, milky coffees, such as 

Cappuccino, are topped with a layer of fresh milk foam.



If youʼd like to know more about 
the wholesale side of our business 

and what we can offer you, 
please feel free to contact us via 

the form on our Wholesale page!!


